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I. INTRODUCTION 

  

In the weeks preceding the commencement of the U.S. Senate hearings to confirm Supreme Court nominee Sonia 

Sotomayor, the public debate was raging in the newspapers and in the blogs. Will she show sufficient respect for the rule of 

law?1  How will her ethnicity and gender affect her rulings?2  Will she decide cases based on her “feelings”?  Is her self-

acknowledged “empathy” a positive or negative trait for a Supreme Court Justice?3  In this national discussion, the very 

nature of the American legal system is examined and debated and the complexity and contradictory conceptualizations of our 

Common Law system are brought to the fore.  

 It should be little wonder that students have difficulty in grasping the nuances of the foundations of our legal system. 

Students who are paying attention cannot help but be perplexed by the paradoxes presented in a system that simultaneously 

seeks stability and asks for adaptability, promises predictability yet needs novelty, shapes society while being itself shaped by 

social need. Words, alone, because of nuance in meaning, connotation and understanding, are not always sufficient to 

adequately illustrate the rich and diverse environment of the Common Law.  In 1931, Justice Cardozo wrote, “Write an 

opinion, and read it a few years later when it is dissected in the briefs of counsel. You will learn for the first time the 

limitations of the power of speech.”4 Cardozo goes on to suggest that literary style in judicial writings may enhance legal 

understanding.5 In order to effectively enhance students‟ understanding of legal concepts in the classroom, educators must 

reach beyond words to seek out and utilize media that is simultaneously familiar to students and sufficiently analogous to the 

functioning of these legal institutions. This article suggests the use of popular music as analogy to illustrate two concepts 

relevant to an understanding of the American legal system; stare decisis and statutory interpretation.   

 This article does not seek to contribute to the scholarly debate over whether music provides a useful analogy to 

inform scholars in the function of these legal institutions.  Rather, this article seeks to provide scholars with pedagogical tools 

to inform student understanding of the function of these legal institutions. 

 

II. MUSIC AS ANALOGY FOR THE LAW 

  

Music and the law are not strangers. References to popular music are prevalent in judicial decisions.6 Law and music 

analogy comprises a rich body of scholarship and debate.  Most of the work focuses on the process of music, from creation to 

appreciation by an audience as analogy for the creation and interpretation of law.  Legal Realist, Jerome Frank, likens the 

process of judicial interpretation of legislation to that of the musical performer interpreting the work of a composer. “The 

legislature is like a composer. It cannot help itself: It must leave interpretation to others, principally to the courts.”7  He 

specifically addresses the role of the judge as a law-maker by analogizing the jurists‟ role to that of the musical performer.  

“Those who complain today of any „judicial legislation‟ in statutory interpretation are complaining of the intrusion of the 

judges‟ personalities.  However, just as [composer Ernst] Krenek shows that the effect of the performer‟s personal reactions 

cannot be excluded, so legal thinkers, in increasing numbers, have shown that the personal element in statutory construction 

is unavoidable.”8  In advocating that judges must look beyond the words of a statute to fulfill the intent of the legislature in 

“trying to base their solutions on the their honest estimates of the community‟s sense of values,” Frank echoes the words of 

Learned Hand, “the meaning of a sentence may be more than that of the separate words, as a melody is more than the notes, 

and no degree of particularity can ever obviate recourse to the setting in which all appear, and which all collectively create.” 9  

Frank expands the music analogy to aid his well known advocacy for study of the judicial fact-finding process, “In deciding 

any case where the testimony is in conflict or where credibility is otherwise a pivotal factor (and most cases fit in that 
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category), a court contrives, so to speak, an individual song (a song for that particular case) in which the legal words are the 

music and the „facts‟ are the words.”10 

 Sanford Levinson and J.M. Balkin have enriched Frank‟s analogies with respect to legal interpretation.11 They posit 

that music is a better analog for law than literature, because of the characteristic of performance.  

 

The texts we call law are not law-in-action, but only sources of law – they require the interpretation and 

application of lawyers, judges and other legal officials to become law, in the sense of a practice of social 

regulation.  Just as the music of the Eroica is not identical to its score, but needs a performer to realize it, 

so too the social practice of law is not fully identical with its written texts, but needs the activity of those 

entrusted with its performance to be realized.12 

 

Levinson and Balkin embrace the music analogy principally for three reasons.  First, they argue, both law and music feature a 

triangulation of relationships.  In law, these relationships exist among the institutions that create the law, the institutions that 

interpret the law and the persons affected by the interpretation. In music the triangular relationship embraces the creator of 

the text, the performer and the audience.  Second, the law “consists of not only texts but the enforcement and implementation 

of these texts in practice.”13  Music, of necessity, requires the performance of the texts, often by the coordinated effort of 

many and diverse talents.  Finally, legal interpretation, which includes not only adjudication and enforcement but also the 

offering of legal advice, has an impact on the audience. It shapes and directs and affects the thoughts and conduct of others.  

Music, likewise, has impact on its listeners.  Both, then, have responsibilities to their audiences.14  

Levinson and Balkin have used the music analogy to explore theories of constitutional interpretation.  Robert Bork‟s 

“originalism” was analogized to the “Authentic Performance” or “Early Music Movement”15 while a “living” tradition of 

constitutional interpretation was analogized to a modern performance of early music pieces that employ modern instruments 

and technique.16 They have further enriched the scholarship by analogizing the process that results when, in constitutional 

interpretation, a jurist is confronted with what she believes to be an unjust passage.  Analogy is made to performance of 

musical pieces which may contain lyrics deemed to be offensive to a modern audience.17 

The concept that both law and music necessarily depend on interpretation by performers has also been advanced by 

Daniel Kornstein in Music of the Laws.18  The musical/legal interpretation analogy also serves as an effective starting point to 

Alan C. Hutchinson‟s inquiry into the effects that legal interpretations have on democracy.19  Hutchinson acknowledges the 

nuance and complexity of law in rejecting the notion that in singing “Law‟s Song” lawyers are merely employing and 

expounding rules which remain immune or autonomous from the effects of the singing.  “Legal reasoning then is something 

more than simply what lawyers happen to say or sing.  Indeed, if it was only that, it would warrant neither greater nor lesser 

respect and deference than that which ideologues, steelworkers, and accountants say or sing.”20  Ian Gallacher analogizes 

constitutional interpreters, particularly Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, to an orchestra conductor‟s direction of the 

first movement of Beethoven‟s Eroica.21  

Music analogy has also effectively informed understanding of law and the legal system beyond the concepts of 

judicial interpretation of statutes and constitutions. In Songs Without Music, Desmond Manderson supersedes the analogy to 

legal interpretation to conceptualize law as a cultural form significantly affecting societal values and to be understood 

through legal aesthetics.  “‟Legal aesthetics‟ suggests that the discourse of law is fundamentally governed by rhetoric, 

metaphor, form, images, and symbols,”22 much like music. To explain his theory of legal aesthetics, “each chapter is based on 

a different musical form, and each uses music as a comparison and exemplar.”23  Carol Wiesbrod embraces music as 

metaphor for law by recognizing the rich tradition of musical metaphor in many areas of study. She considers the way that 

high culture has dealt with folk songs and makes analogy to the Uniform Commercial Code treatment and acceptance of 

traditional merchant customs.24 Timothy Hall argues that the music analogy is best applicable to the understanding of 

contract law.25 Unlike the previous writers who see the musical text as a statute or constitution which commands fidelity in 

interpretation, Hall sees a more mutually beneficial relationship between the composer and the performer. “A score is not a 

command, but is a blueprint from which a performer creates an instance of a work.  Unlike a statute, but like a contract, the 

musical work is not merely a text, but, as suggested by the title of a recent book on the historically informed performance 

movement, is a combination of „Text and Act.‟“26 Amy D. Ronner uses a music analogy to argue that law student practice in 

appellate legal clinics provides a more effective educational experience than the mere study of black letter law, alone, without 

consideration of the effects of the legal argument.27  As music “does not invite excision of import from expression,”28 so to 

must the study of the law. 



Searching for a normative political theory of justice in a system of laws that are inherently constructed based on 

social values, F. Patrick Hubbard pores over the music of Mary Chapin Carpenter.29  He compares her expressions to John 

Rawls‟s theory of justice in a beneficial exercise of mining social values as expressed in popular culture for the purpose of 

contributing to shape a vision of justice.  Other scholars have gleaned legal meaning through examination of the music of 

Bob Dylan,30 Bruce Springsteen,31 Paul Simon,32 Tina Turner,33 and Carrie Underwood.34 Popular music as a reflection of 

societal attitudes and beliefs toward the legal system has also been considered.35 Likewise, songs of labor36 and songs about 

family violence37 have been examined for what they reflect upon the creation of law or the operation of the legal system. 

Images of Admiralty Law have been considered where found in sea shanties, Gilbert and Sullivan musicals, opera and 

popular music.38 

Direct relationships between music and law have also been explored. Aaron R. S. Lorenz does not analogize law to 

music. Rather, he explores music as a form of jurisprudence.39 Unlike Frank or Levinson and Balkin who analogize 

musicians interpreting musical compositions to judges interpreting law in order to illustrate and study legal interpretation, 

Lorenz studies how musicians engage in legal interpretation and express those understanding of the law in their music, 

thereby shaping legal discourse itself.40  Marja Heimonen turns the tables on the musical performance/legal interpretation 

analogy by using interpretation and creation of law as an analogy for music construction.41 “A composer may create a 

composite piece of music (order) out of a fragment (disorder) just as a judge creates order when he or she decides a case, or a 

law-giver enacts a statute that takes account of different kinds of interests of people usually represented by political parties or 

associations.”42    

Not all who have considered the music/law analogy have embraced it.  John Hart Ely dismisses any analogy 

between constitutional interpretation and jazz improvisation as being unworkable beyond a “gimmicky level” for mere 

description of theories.43  Likewise, B. S. Markesinis challenges Levinson‟s belief that music “will help illuminate the 

enterprise of constitutional analysis” by calling for more concrete examples of the analogy in practice.44  While not entirely 

dismissing the music analogy, Karl Llewellyn found the constructive process of architecture as more aptly applying.45  

Perhaps most famously, Richard Posner critically dismisses the value that study of musical interpretation may bring to 

understanding of constitutional interpretation.46 He has written, “When a performing musician „interprets‟ a work of music, is 

he expressing the composer‟s, or even the compositions, „meaning,‟ or is he rather expressing himself within the interstices of 

the score?”47 

The focus of this article is not to engage in the debate over the value of studying musical interpretation to gain 

greater insight into the process of judicial interpretation. Rather, this article embraces the music analogy for the purpose of 

teaching students that such a debate exists.  However, in dismissing musical performance as merely the expression of the 

performer, Posner fails to consider that the performer‟s expression is ultimately a means to an end. The performer‟s goal is to 

have a certain effect or create a certain impact on the audience.  Even if the performer feels determinedly constrained by the 

musical text, she may still vary tempo, rhythm, arrangement, instrumentation, emphasis, delivery, and vocalization to achieve 

the desired result.48 Only the unique constellation of the performers‟ talents provides any further constraint.  The music 

becomes what the audience takes away from what the performer creates, quite apart from what the composer wrote. 

Likewise, in the process of legal interpretation a judge may undoubtedly employ her own unique talents in education, 

intellect, upbringing, experience, values and judgment to apply the law in a way so as to have a desired impact upon those 

affected by the ruling. No matter how well constrained the judge may be by the legal text, she is still positioned to reach her 

audience with desired effect. Whether this analogy aptly describes a normative theory of judicial interpretation is a topic to be 

further debated elsewhere.  Here, we will explore the ways that the music analogy can help students reach beyond the 

rhetorical debate, to envision how the law impacts society. “[T]o concede that law and music are importantly different does 

not necessarily imply that they do not share enough similarities to make comparison useful,”49 particularly as a pedagogical 

device to illuminate some of law‟s complex nuance. 

 

III. USE OF MUSIC AS A PEDAGOGICAL TOOL IN THE LAW CLASSROOM 

 

The very genesis of the discussion of whether music serves as an apt analogy for law doubles as an argument for the 

need to employ the analogy in legal education.  The Greek concept, nomos, is found to be applicable in both “law”50 and 

“music.”51  In each description, nomos creates order while simultaneously accepting improvisation.  Words, alone, can be 

inadequate, if not perplexing tools for teaching the law.  The law often uses words in ways that allow for different 

interpretation and impact depending on legal and factual circumstances.52  Meaning and connotation of words in law may 



stray unexpectedly from their meanings in the “lay” world.53 Pedagogical devices employing a richer range of expression 

may have important value for reaching beyond words in teaching the law, especially considering the characteristics of 

multiple intelligences of college students.  

 In 1983, Howard Gardner‟s groundbreaking book, Frames of Mind, introduced us to a new paradigm for the 

understanding of “intelligence.”54  He posited that intelligence is not one-dimensional and that, in fact, there are many 

different types of intelligences.  He began with a list of seven:  Linguistic, Logical-Mathematical, Spatial, Musical, Bodily-

Kinesthetic, Interpersonal and Intrapersonal.  Education theorists, embracing Gardner‟s foundations, have expanded the 

concept of student-centered learning to suggest that the most effective methods include those which allow students to learn 

using their natural intellectual abilities.55  Teaching methods should be designed to appeal to as many of the diverse types of 

intelligences as possible.  Law teaching, in the traditional undergraduate reading, lecture and discussion format, tends to 

appeal to students‟ Linguistic intelligences. Law School‟s Socratic methods emphasize the application of logic and rationality 

and may more likely appeal to a student‟s Logical-Mathematical intelligences. Among the remaining intelligences described 

in Gardner‟s paradigm, Musical intelligence stands out as a viable resource for effective learning in law.  

 “College without music, can you imagine it?” is one of the questions asked in the opening minutes of a video 

produced by the RIAA56 intended to educate college students about the pitfalls of free music downloading.57 While 

preferences and intensity of interest may vary, music is a familiar medium to college students. Music is prevalent in society. 

Even the very few students may not use i-pods, or listen to compact discs or the radio are exposed to popular music on 

television, in elevators, dining halls, doctor‟s offices, shops, and public buildings, and at sporting events and public 

gatherings.  Through the influences of popular culture and socialization, college students already have a mature 

understanding of how music “works.” They know that music may be composed or it may be traditional. They know that a 

composition may be subject to different arrangements. They know that the same song may sound different (or similar) 

depending on the performing artist. They know that some artists perform their own music and some artists perform music 

written by others. They know that studio and live performance of the same works by the same band will likely exhibit 

varying degrees of difference. They appreciate the simultaneous familiarity and incongruence of hearing Carry on My 

Wayward Son performed by a marching band 58 or by the rock band Kansas.59  They know that whether the music that they 

hear is described as classical, folk, rock, blues, country, metal, hip-hop, rap, soul, rhythm and blues, pop, jazz or alternative, 

the music maintains common qualities and adheres to common principles even in its wondrous diversity of sound and effect.  

With varying degrees of understanding, students have already navigated through some of the nuances and complexities of 

music.  Their experiences provide foundation for understanding of nuance and complexity in law through music analogy. 

In this endeavor, this article shifts slightly from two of the principal emphases of most of the prior music/law 

analogy scholarship.  First, the prior work generally examined the analogy with emphasis on the nature of the text and the 

role of the performer in interpreting the text. This article embraces the relevance of that analysis but seeks to illuminate the 

value in considering the role of the audience and the importance of the performer‟s intended and practical effects of the 

musical/legal performance upon them as well as the audience‟s own expectations for the performance. This shift seems only 

fitting in that teaching is most certainly constituted in part of performance, with students as the audience. So music is 

employed in the classroom to impact the student audience so as to illustrate the way law impacts its own audience (society).  

Second, the prior scholarship tends to rely on discussion of classical or formally composed music.  That analogy is most 

certainly apt as such music contains formal written scores with instructions from the composer to the performer and feels 

much like the legislative law-making process.  This article seeks a nexus between what students have already experienced 

and what we hope to teach them about the law. Consequently, the focus going forward will be on popular music60 and its 

educational qualities; hoping to use the familiar to navigate the dense.  

 

IV. STARE DECISIS 

 Stare decisis is one of the principal foundations of a common law legal system.  It is the principle that seeks to 

demand fidelity to the rule of law.  That is, a judicial decision today should be based on the judicial decisions of yesterday. 

This is one of the ways that we, as a society, can know that a judge‟s legal decision is not her subjective imposition of her 

beliefs, but is constituted of the rules of law that preceded the decision and have applied in similar cases. Or, as the 

indignantly accused choirmaster admonishes the court in Anton Chekov‟s, Worse and Worse, “Your Honor, one must try a 

case according to law and not according to notions.”61  The need for the appearance of legitimacy in the law is crucial for an 

orderly society. Legal legitimacy facilitates law abiding conduct. The import of stare decisis for creating at least the 



appearance of legitimacy in the law is manifest. “The obligation to follow precedent begins with necessity, and a contrary 

necessity marks its outer limit. With Cardozo, we recognize that no judicial system could do society's work if it eyed each 

issue afresh in every case that raised it. Indeed, the very concept of the rule of law underlying our own Constitution requires 

such continuity over time that a respect for precedent is, by definition, indispensable.”62 There are specific rules demanding 

adherence to binding precedent and relaxed consideration of persuasive precedent.  In sum, a lower court is bound by the 

previous decisions of a higher court in the same legal jurisdiction.  Any court is bound by its own prior decisions. There are 

three well-recognized releases from the requirement of fidelity to precedent; when the prior decision was erroneous, when the 

rule of the prior decision is no longer applicable due to changes in society or society‟s needs, and when the case being 

decided is distinguishable from its precedent on the facts.  

 The pedagogical challenge with stare decisis is found not in its general principles, but in its nuances. The 

importance of predictability in the law is a concept that students may grasp. The contribution of stare decisis to advance the 

goal of predictability is also readily evident. The fact that the principle cannot command absolute adherence is also apparent 

through a detailed explanation of the recognized exceptions. However, underlying the very function of stare decisis is the 

presumption that there is generally a single, widely-held understanding of each and every rule of law that is plainly and 

uniformly gleaned from the prior decisions and equally plainly and uniformly capable of being applied to the case being 

decided.  While this presumption reinforces students‟ understanding of the law as „rules,” it manifests an immature 

understanding of how the law works. Moving beyond this level of understanding is where students tend to lose grasp of the 

concept and begin to descend the slippery slope of confusion. 

“The law must be stable but must not stand still.”63  Roscoe Pound‟s succinct summation of society‟s simultaneous 

need for stability and change in law has become a legal axiom.  Its power lies not only in its insight and accuracy, but in its 

juxtaposition of two potentially divergent forces.  The law must be predictable, yet adaptable to changing times and 

circumstances. The law must be concurrently constant and evolutionary. The law simultaneously shapes society and is shaped 

by society. For students to understand the rich complexity of the law, these apparent incongruities must be explored and 

explained. While students may understand the need to depart from precedent in the appropriate case, it is difficult to define 

what constitutes an allegedly appropriate exercise of that discretion versus allegedly inappropriate judicial legislation, and 

more difficult still to explain purported examples of either. Likewise, what satisfactory explanation may be had for cases 

where the words of the decision swear fidelity to precedent, yet the outcome arguably betrays the oath?  Further, how are 

students to be made to comprehend inconsistent decision from different Courts of Appeal both adhering to the same Supreme 

Court precedent? These and other uncomfortably confusing judicial results are often explained under the general catch-all 

concept of “interpretation.”  

To the legal professional, the effect of interpretation on the rule of law is as expected as cheese and tomato sauce on 

pizza. In law school, students learn the art of “thinking like a lawyer.” At the very minimum, law students are made to 

understand that law is, in its essence, constituted of interpretation. Undergraduates lack this richer understanding of law‟s 

recipe.  Indeed, the very existence of credible legal arguments on each side of a case belies the concept of a single meaning 

and application of a rule of law. The issuance of majority, concurring and dissenting opinions on a case confirm that the 

multiplicity of interpretation of a legal principle is not merely the result of the zealous legal advocacy of trial and appellate 

lawyers, but rather a product of different judicial understandings of the rule of law, how the law should be applied, when the 

rule should be applied or to what effect it should be applied. In short, individual judges “hear” the law differently.  It comes 

to their consciousness and understanding the way they are prepared to hear it by their upbringing, beliefs, education, values, 

concepts and understandings of the world, law, justice and their role as judges.  Indeed, the latter value may profoundly 

impact the extent to which all the others are employed to constitute any particular decision.  It may be said that one judge 

applies a legal principle broadly, while another applies it narrowly because of natural differences in the way they are inclined 

to perform the law to achieve a desired impact on the audience.  It can be argued that one judge sees the need to apply an 

exception to a general rule while another sees no compulsion to demand any such deviation depending on the way each hears 

the melody of “law‟s song” as it applies to the facts and is intended to impact the audience. 

 

V. USING POPULAR MUSIC TO ILLUSTRATE STARE DECISIS IN THE CLASSROOM 

A. Adherence to Precedent 

 

What happens to the rule of law over time under the principle of stare decisis may be analogized to what happens to 

the music of a rock band over time.  What should an audience expect from a new performance by a band that has been 



performing together for many years or whose members have dispersed and been replaced?  In 1981, the rock band, Journey 

released a single entitled, Don‟t Stop Believing.64 The song became a national hit and a signature song for the band‟s 

identity.65  Over the course of the next twenty-nine years, the band and its members traversed an unsurprising path for a rock 

band, experiencing tremendous collective popularity, stylistic modification, breakup, varying degrees of individual success 

and disappointment, changes in personnel, a brief reunion, and continued recording and touring despite personnel changes 

that ultimately have left the band with only one of its original members.66 Over that same time, musical tastes and culture 

likewise experienced significant change as an entire generation was born and grown to adulthood.  

For purposes of analogy, consider the band, Journey, as the U.S. Supreme Court, or another appropriate appellate 

court. The melody, lyrics, rhythm, tempo, and feeling of the song Don‟t Stop Believing is “the law.” The personnel of 

Journey changed over time with various defections and replacements, as the personnel of the Supreme Court changes over 

time as justices retire and are replaced. Likewise, over nearly three decades, Journey has been faced with the challenge of 

changing culture, taste and musical popularity much as the Supreme Court must assess changing societal norms and needs 

over time. What has happened to the song Don‟t Stop Believing over time may illustrate to students the expected effect of 

stare decisis on the law over time. 

Advancements in technology and the delivery and sharing of various media in popular culture provide the educator 

with ever expanding resources for incorporation of popular culture in the classroom.67 Video clips of the band‟s live 

performances of Don‟t Stop Believing over the decades are readily available on the internet.68 By opening and projecting the 

videos in class, the instructor is able to present students with a side by side comparison of performance of the same song, by 

the same band with significant personnel changes over 3 decades.  The images bear out striking similarity of sound, tempo, 

rhythm, and feeling despite the passage of time. Most likely, a fan of Journey‟s 1980‟s performance with lead vocals by 

Steve Perry would find a satisfying similarity in the 2000 performance with lead vocals by Steve Augeri and the 2009 

performance with lead vocals by Arnel Pineda.  A 2008 concertgoer familiar with the 1981 performance and studio release 

would likewise find the performance to be well within the range of expectations. In short, nearly thirty years after its release, 

Don‟t Stop Believing as performed by Journey sounds as much like its original performance as can be expected and still 

appeals to the audiences that enjoyed it in the 80‟s as well as a new generation of fans, some of whom have been born after 

the song‟s first performance. The song changes little over three decades despite the obvious replacement of the lead singer 

and other band personnel.69 An audience for a live performance today, hears much the same performance that audiences 

heard in 1981. The principle of stare decisis would have students expecting the same results in law that they have just seen 

with the live performances of the song, Don‟t Stop Believing.  

As with Don‟t Stop Believing, students are likely familiar with the “Miranda Warnings” resulting from the U.S. 

Supreme Court‟s 1966 decision70 due to the proliferation of popular television shows and movies depicting suspects being 

“read their rights.”71  Students will tend to understand the Miranda warnings as “law.”  In 2000, the U.S. Supreme Court had 

the opportunity to reconsider the efficacy of its 1966 Miranda decision.72  The Court had understandably undergone a 

complete turnover of personnel since the original decision. Likewise, social mores and needs had experienced a generation of 

evolution. In reaffirming its validity, Chief Justice Rhenquist wrote, “Miranda has become embedded in routine police 

practice to the point where the warnings have become part of our natural culture.”73  The “performance” of Miranda law 

today sounds quite similar to its 1966 “performance.” Over the years, the Miranda rules have been subject to clarification, 

exception and modification.74  It has changed modestly showing minor stylistic changes, perhaps becoming more defined 

through the function of the common law system. Yet, Miranda stands, reaffirmed appealing to the old and new audiences 

with the same effect – much in the same way as Don‟t Stop Believing has maintained its appeal. 

 

 B. The Effect of Interpretation 

 

 In explaining the effect of judicial interpretation on stare decisis, analogy may be made to the process of 

performance of traditional music.  A traditional or folk song is typically communicated, shared and passed along through the 

oral tradition. While music and lyrics may be periodically written down, these written records are typically based on the 

recollections of the hearer or collector. In law, general legal principles are like folk music. They are known and understood 

by both legal professionals and the average citizen, although perhaps not equally well. “A person is liable for the damages 

that naturally and probably result from her negligent acts or omissions,” is a general statement of law. Like a folk song, its 

existence is generally known but location of the specific source of origin is not strictly necessary to widespread acceptance of 

the principle. 75  The principle is the constituted from innumerable judicial decisions much as a folk song has been subject to 



innumerable interpretations through performance. The precise words (lyrics) used to express the concept may vary among 

judges (performers). The ultimate impact of the legal principle upon the parties in a case and society generally may depend 

upon the specific interpretation of the principle as expressed by a judge or appellate court. And that interpretation depends 

upon the performances of the law with which the judge or justices are familiar and comfortable.  

 Consider, for example, the traditional Irish folk song, Whiskey in the Jar.76 No original text of lyrics and melody is 

identifiable. Several examples of mid-nineteenth century songsheets, inexpensive printings of lyrics only, used mostly as an 

advertising device by the printer, have been collected.77  The song has been often recorded and its number of performances in 

pubs, at festivals and in living rooms and backyards is certainly incalculable. In this way, folk songs are much like the 

common law. A judge reviewing precedent in considering a decision is much like a musician who listens to performances of 

a folk song in preparation for her own performance. Melody, tempo, rhythm and even lyrics will vary in folk song 

performances, much as legal decisions from different jurisdictions and times will show variations.  The musician will 

perform the song as she conceptualizes it and “hears” it in her head and in consideration of her own musical abilities and 

preferences. The judge will decide the case based on how she “interprets” the prior decisions necessarily affected by her own 

understandings of law, justice, fairness and her role as a judge.  

 Once again, YouTube provides the medium to illustrate the analogy between traditional music performance and the 

common law. One version of Whiskey in the Jar is available as performed by The Frobisher Bay Volunteers.78 The 

performance features a banjo as the principal carrier of the melody backed by lightly strumming acoustic guitars.  The most 

striking vocal device is the group‟s well executed harmony across both verse and chorus. The feeling of the song evokes 

images of a light romp on horseback along lush green seaside meadows in the Irish countryside.  A second version of the 

song is available as performed by the rock band Mettallica.79 Metallica‟s brand of music is often classified as “heavy metal” 

rock.80  The performance is noticeably loud. The rhythm is driven by aggressive percussion and electric bass.  The principal 

instrumentation is electric guitar including use of distortion.  The vocalization is simple but forcefully performed and without 

harmony.  The feeling of the performance is reminiscent of the Bohemian Rhapsody “headbanging” scene from the movie 

Wayne‟s World.81 A third performance by Nell Bryden and her band features a driving “bar band” rhythm that inclines one to 

swing out onto the dance floor of a crowded and boisterous pub.82 Her vocals are featured prominently along with some 

snappy acoustic guitar solos.  

 Although all three groups perform the same song with the same melody and similar lyrics, the manner of 

performance and the effect of the three performances on the audience could not be more diverse.83 In arranging their different 

performances, the performers no doubt were first exposed to the song from different sources, and found different versions 

more aesthetically pleasing to their ears, sensibilities, musical values and taste. Developing a vision for the effect sought 

upon the audience and constrained only by talent and ability, the performances are rendered for dissimilar audiences who are 

variously impacted. Neither performance is superior to the other; neither is the “right” or “wrong” arrangement.  With the 

common law principle of stare decisis, different judges encounter the same legal precedent but hear the music of the law 

differently. How one hears the music of the law is affected by one‟s own unique character or constellation of qualities - 

background, upbringing, prejudices, education, culture, beliefs, taste, understanding and visions of the role of jurists. 

Consequently, different judges perform the law differently with divergent impacts and results for the audience (society). 

Neither performance (decision) is superior to the other.  Neither legal decision is “right” or “wrong.”  As with the musical 

performance, the popularity of the result is a matter of taste and preference, not empirical testing.  

 An example in law of differing performances of the same legal principle might be properly found in any Supreme 

Court decision that spawns a dissenting opinion. Specifically, in Kelo v. New London,84 the Court considered the 

constitutional prohibition against a government taking of private property for public use without just compensation.85 The 

legal principle of eminent domain is, once again, like a folk song. It is a power inherent in the sovereign, generally accepted 

and understood with origins preceding the Magna Carta.86 Legal interpretation has mostly considered the limitations on the 

power. The specific issue in Kelo, concerned what kinds of use constituted “public use.”  The city‟s intent was to take 

property owned by some private parties (homeowners) in order to make the land available for beneficial use by other private 

parties (developers). The legal principle of “public use” allows a government to exercise the eminent domain power when the 

use is for a “public purpose.” The majority opinion in Kelo takes an expansive view of eminent domain power and requires of 

the government only a rational determination that the public will be benefitted by the alternative use, deferring to the 

legislative determination of what use might be “better.” The dissent considered the same “public purpose” doctrine but saw it 

more narrowly drawn and argued that the government was constrained to exercise eminent domain only when the property 

condition itself, as it existed, constituted a public detriment that needed to be eradicated.  The majority heard the principle to 



say, “If the town has a problem, it may solve the problem for the enhancement of the public good by using the eminent 

domain power.”  The dissent heard the principle to say, “If the town has a property use that is detrimental to the town, the 

town may use the eminent domain power to eradicate the detriment for the public good.” The public purpose doctrine is the 

same song, heard differently. The intended impact of the legal performance on the audience was different. Indeed, the 

performances were aimed at different audiences. The feeling of the majority‟s legal performance was focused on the 

communal good.  The feeling of the dissent‟s legal performance embraced greater deference for the rights of individual 

property owners.  

 

VI. STATUTORY INTERPRETATION 

 “It is emphatically the province and duty of the Judicial Department to say what the law is. Those who apply the rule 

to particular cases must, of necessity, expound and interpret that rule.”87  With these oft-quoted words from the landmark 

case of Marbury v. Madison, Chief Justice John Marshall confidently proclaimed the role of the courts in America‟s nascent 

constitutional scheme of government. Civics classes today teach our students the concept of separation of powers, explaining 

the role of the judicial branch as that of “interpreting” the law.88 Legal and political commentators will endlessly debate the 

proper exercise of the court‟s role often phrased in an arguably meaningless distinction between “finding law” and “making 

law.”89 Debates over method and jurisprudential theories aside, there is universal agreement that our legal system relies 

heavily upon the role of the courts in interpreting statutes. Sometimes interpretation is necessary in order to determine how a 

statute may apply to a unique set of factual circumstances. Legislatures in “making law” cannot be expected to anticipate 

every possible factual scenario that may inevitably fall under a statutory mandate. Sometimes a court‟s interpretive function 

is necessary in order to settle an ambiguity over the meaning of words or phrases inartfully drafted or explained in the 

legislative enactment. Sometimes, the horse-trading nature of the legislative policy-making process leaves a statute in more 

or less need of clarification as it is applied to actual conduct engaged in by real people. 

 Any single instance of statutory interpretation is hardly difficult for undergraduate students to comprehend. The 

explanation is no more complex than “the court determined the words to mean such and such or to apply in this way or that.” 

But while any single instance of statutory interpretation is law it is only a part of “the law.” It is through the accumulation of 

judicial decisions that build and enhance and enrich the body of the common law that “the law” is constituted.  Once again, 

students‟ abilities to come to a proper understanding of the nuance of this process cannot be taken for granted. The 

experience of popular song interpretation may provide a useful analogy to the statutory interpretation process. 

 A popular song may maintain its general character, effect, and feeling upon audiences over the passage of time even 

though arranged, performed and interpreted by many different performers. A good example is to follow the path of the song, 

The First Cut is the Deepest,90 written in 1967 by an artist then known as Cat Stevens, and now known as Yousef Islam.91  

The song has been performed many times by various musicians. Through the use of YouTube, the path of this song may be 

tracked through five notable versions: the composer‟s own recording,92 the first hit version recorded by PP Arnold (1967),93 

Linda Ronstadt‟s live performance (1973),94 Rod Stewart‟s version (1978),95 and Sheryl Crow‟s 2003 hit version.96 

 Cat Stevens‟ composition may be analogized to a statute.  Unlike the folk song, Whiskey in the Jar, which has been 

handed down through the oral tradition, The First Cut is the Deepest was specifically penned and written down. The 

composer legislated the melody and lyrics and audio recorded it for posterity. This recording may be considered the passage 

of the act.  Further, it ostensibly embodies the composer‟s vision of the overall intended effect of lyrics, melody, tempo, 

genre and feeling of performance upon the audience – a legislative history and intent if you will.  Arnold‟s version, the next 

interpretation and the first hit version, takes the composer‟s text and melody and adds a Rhythm and Blues quality in the style 

of soul music popular at the time.  Ronstadt‟s version tracks closer to Arnold‟s precedent, but adds energy and richness. In 

the chorus of Ronstadt‟s version, there is a slight but noticeable change in the lyrics of the chorus, transferring focus from the 

“other” in the story to the “self” and, thereby, altering the meaning.97 Stewart‟s performance slows the tempo, stylistically 

shifting the feel of the song to more of an acoustic rock ballad and makes two notable textual and substantive changes.  In the 

third line of the first verse Stewart changes the word “got” to “have.” The word change does not affect the meaning of the 

sentence and is arguably a grammatical improvement.  However, the change destroys the three-line rhyming scheme of the 

verse as composed and falls more clumsily on the ear of the audience.98  Even more notably, Stewart truncates the chorus, 

bringing it to a close after only two lines of the original three-line rhyming scheme and abandoning the reiteration of the 

“first cut” reference.99  Finally, Crow‟s popular version matches Stewart‟s version, embracing and solidifying in audience 

memory both the clumsiness of the first verse and the truncated, unfinished sounding chorus over the composer‟s own 



aesthetic.  While there may be many explanations as to why Crow did not return to the original text in arranging her version, 

at least one likely inference is that she knew Stewart‟s version and “heard” the song principally in that way.100 Ultimately, 

she recorded the song as it sounded right to her, regardless of the composer‟s intent.101 

 What has happened to this song over time may be analogized to what happens to a statute over time.  Title VII of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964 is the foundational statute for claims of employment discrimination.102 Over four decades, Federal 

Courts of Appeal and the US Supreme Court have had the opportunity to interpret the language of the statute and its 

application to individual factual claims of sexual harassment.103 Through this body of judicial interpretations, sexual 

harassment has been recognized as a form of employment discrimination,104 liability has been imposed for maintenance of a 

hostile work environment,105 the standard for evaluating the sexual nature of conduct has been established as a “reasonable 

woman” standard106 and same sex harassment has been outlawed.107 Each decision may be likened to a new performance of 

the law. Each performance adds, changes, or adjusts the effect of the statutory language by judicial interpretation without 

amending or altering the original text. Each judicial decision adds to the existing body of law and establishes a precedent for 

the next court to follow. As with law, each performance of The First Cut is the Deepest serves as precedent for those that 

follow. Subsequent performances exist in relation to the prior precedential performances but each unmistakably reflects the 

personal talents, beliefs, visions, values and intentions of the individual performers.108 Also, as with law, a composed text and 

melody exists and the composer‟s own performance may be referenced for meaning by subsequent performers. Each 

performance involves personal interpretation of the underlying composed text and melody, with individual modification of 

both text and musical elements to achieve particular effect. Ultimately, the song remained popular through performances not 

unfamiliar to the original, but not entirely the same 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

 Foundational principles of our legal institutions can be both complex and nuanced, presenting pedagogical 

challenges for the legal educator. One effective method is to embrace the students‟ familiarity with popular music to make 

evocative analogy to legal principles. In this way, the familiar illustrates the unknown. Likewise, the use of popular music 

provides a learning medium that transcends the restricted discourse of words alone and accesses an additional pathway to 

learning through appeal to the learners‟ musical intelligence. The vast expansion of free music and video resources for 

classroom use presents the educator with a heretofore unimaginable array of educational materials. Selective and thoughtful 

use of popular music examples, as illustrated in this article, may be effectively used to illuminate two foundational principles 

in the law: the function of the principles of stare decisis, and the process of judicial interpretation of statutes.  

 Music and the law are not strangers. As this article has shown, use of music analogies to the law have existed 

through all recorded time. As educators we are mandated to strive to open students‟ minds and must not allow ourselves to be 

limited by convention. Educator Chris Boyd Brewer has stated, “How is it that for most people, music is a powerful part of 

their personal life (sic) and yet when we go to work or school we turn it off.”109 In turning the music on in our classrooms, we 

can likewise turn on student interest and enhance the process of learning.  
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